AAA® Consumer Arbitration Rules
Glossary Of Terms
Administrator
The Administrator’s role is to manage the administrative aspects of the arbitration, such as the appointment of the
arbitrator, to make preliminary decisions about where hearings might take place, and to handle the fees associated with
the arbitration. As Administrator, however, the Administrator does not decide the merits of a case or make any rulings
on issues such as what documents must be shared with each side. Because the Administrator’s role is only administrative,
the Administrator cannot overrule or change an arbitrator’s decisions or rulings. The Administrator will comply with any
court orders issued from litigation involving the parties to the dispute.
ADR Agreement
An ADR Agreement is an agreement between a business and a consumer to submit disputes to mediation, arbitration,
or other ADR processes.
ADR Process
An ADR (Alternative Dispute Resolution) Process is a method of resolving a dispute other than by court litigation.
Mediation and Arbitration are the most widely used ADR processes.
ADR Program
An ADR Program is any program or service set up or used by a business to resolve disputes out of court.
Arbitration
In arbitration, the parties submit disputes to an impartial person (the arbitrator) for a decision. Each party can present
evidence to the arbitrator. Arbitrators do not have to follow the Rules of Evidence used in court.
Arbitrators decide cases with written decisions or “awards.” An award is usually binding on the parties. A court may
enforce an arbitration award and the court’s review of arbitration awards is limited.
Arbitration Agreement
An arbitration agreement is a contract between parties to settle their disputes by binding arbitration. It is typically found
in the parties’ contract in a section entitled “Arbitration” or “Dispute Resolution.” It gives the parties information about
how they are choosing to settle any disputes that they might have.
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Arbitrator
Arbitrators are neutral and independent decision makers who are not employees of the administrator. Except where the
parties to a case reach their own settlement, the Arbitrator will make the final, binding decision on the dispute and render
it in writing, called the Award. The Arbitrator makes all the procedural decisions on a case not made by the administrator
or not decided jointly by the parties. The Arbitrator may grant any remedy, relief, or outcome that the parties could have
received in court, including awards of attorney’s fees and costs, in accordance with the law(s) that applies to the case.
Once appointed to a case, an Arbitrator may not be removed by one party without the other party’s consent or unless
the administrator determines an Arbitrator should be removed and replaced by another Arbitrator chosen by the
administrator in a manner described in these Rules.
Case Administrator
The Case Administrator is the AAA’s employee assigned to handle the administrative aspects of the case. He or she
does not decide the case. He or she manages the case’s administrative steps, such as exchanging documents, matching
schedules, and setting up hearings. The Case Administrator is the parties’ contact point for almost all aspects of the
case outside of any hearings.
Claimant
A Claimant is the party who files the claim or starts the arbitration. Either the consumer or the business may be the
Claimant.
Demand for Arbitration (also referred to as “Demand”)
The written document created by the claimant that informs the respondent that it wishes to arbitrate a dispute. This
document provides basic information about the dispute, the parties involved and what the claimant wants as a result
of the arbitration.
Documents-Only Arbitration
In a Documents-Only Arbitration, the parties submit their arguments and evidence to the arbitrator in writing.
The arbitrator then makes an award based only on the documents. No in-person or telephone hearing is held.
Independent ADR Institution
An Independent ADR Institution is an organization that provides independent and impartial administration of ADR
programs for consumers and businesses. The American Arbitration Association® is an Independent ADR Institution.
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In-Person Hearing
During an In-Person Hearing, the parties and the arbitrator meet in a conference room or office and the parties
present their evidence in a process that is similar to going to court. However, an In-Person Hearing is not as formal as
going to court.
Mediation
In Mediation, an impartial person (the mediator) helps the parties try to settle their dispute by reaching an agreement
together. A mediator’s role is to help the parties come to an agreement. A mediator does not arbitrate or decide the
outcome.
Neutral
A “Neutral” is a mediator, arbitrator, or other independent, impartial person selected to serve as the independent third
party in an ADR process.
Party
The party is the person(s) or business that is involved in the dispute in the arbitration process. Usually, these are the
people or businesses that have an arbitration agreement between them that specifies that a dispute should be resolved
by arbitration.
Parties
Parties are all the separate individuals, businesses, or organizations involved in the arbitration.
Opposing Party
The opposing party is the other party that is on the opposite side of the arbitration from you. If you are the claimant, the
Opposing Party is the respondent. If you are the respondent, the Opposing Party is the claimant. If you are the consumer,
the Opposing Party is the business. If you are the business, the Opposing Party is the consumer.
Respondent
The respondent is the party against whom the claim is filed. If a Respondent states a claim in arbitration, it is called a
counterclaim. Either the consumer or the business may be the Respondent.
Telephone Hearing
In a Telephone Hearing, the parties have the opportunity to tell the arbitrator about their case during a conference
call. They also present their evidence to the arbitrator during the call. Often this is done after the parties have sent in
documents for the arbitrator to review.
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